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Capacity and Plant Development (continued)

Recently we have also concluded negotiations with the landlord of

our equipment facility in Hong Kong to take up an additional floor.

This 28,000 sq.ft. area, to be available starting the third quarter, will

provide more room for our expanding R&D and marketing activities.

In line with current business levels and typical of past years, we

have budgeted HK$160 million for 2003 capacity and plant

development.  This will provide new analytical equipment, hardware

and software to support R&D, logistics and management

information, stamping dies, QFN etched frame production, as well

as funding the new, integrated stamped frame plant in China and

the soon to be enlarged equipment facility in Hong Kong.

Research and Development

ASM is committed to the long term success of the Company, and

this means constantly pushing new technological frontiers.  In this

industry, companies compete not only in the current product

offerings but also in innovation rate and time-to-market of new and

better products.  ASM has demonstrated marked strengths in this

respect, with a reputation for providing customers with continuous

process enhancements, packaging development support and factory

automation solutions.  To achieve all these, our 2002 gross R&D

expenditure increased by 11% to HK$188.4 million, representing

12.9% of our equipment sales, in line with our R&D funding

guidelines.

This budget is used to support a number of product development

programs.  To sustain our leadership in the ball and wedge bonder

markets, ASM has extensive in-house process development and

close collaboration with selected customers and research institutes.

All these are important in tackling technological challenges such as

low k dielectric, shrinking line width and copper interconnect

increasingly used in advanced wafer fabrication.  An equally

important objective is to meet our customers’ continuous cost

reduction targets.  We now offer bonding process solutions for both

fine and thicker copper wires, the latter mainly used to replace the

larger diameter gold and aluminium wires commonly found in power

devices.  In addition, a high productivity gold wire bonder will be

introduced this year, while in mid 2003 we will launch a fine pitch

aluminium wire bonder based on advanced linear motor technology

to solidify our dominant position in the chip-on-board market.
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Research and Development (continued)

Our flip chip related equipment development has also received a

sizable portion of the R&D resources.  We work closely with our

customers to explore high performance yet cost-effective flip chip

packaging for both IC and optoelectronics applications.  Last year,

we built our first flip chip machine, the AD900, with eutectic solder

process.  Now we have also developed solutions for gold and copper

stud bumping capable of handling 300mm wafers.  Moreover, we

have enhanced our AD900 flip chip bonder with new thermosonic

chip attachment capabilities.  These two machines are ready for field

testing during the first half of 2003.

For the sake of brevity, we will only highlight two other exciting

programs on the R&D front.  Over the last 2 - 3 years, we have

mastered the soft solder process and designed a higher throughput

yet lower cost machine than the leading competitor to address

this market segment.  We are now ready to launch a soft solder die

bonder for power device chip attachment, which represents a growth

opportunity for us because we will be entering a market in which we

did not compete in the past.  At the same time, we have also been

active in our long term diversification plan to serve the optical

communication component industry, as mentioned in last year’s

annual report: we have developed an advanced optical fibre

alignment and welding machine capable of sub-micron accuracy.

We expect to send our prototype machines for customer testing

during 2003, and these new products promise to generate revenue

for the Company in the near future.

Financial

ASM’s strong financial position is the result of our consistently

profitable and cash generating business performance in past years,

as well as our conservative fiscal policy, prudent investment

planning and strict liquidity control.

In spite of the most severe downturn in the history of semiconductor

and its equipment industries, ASM remained profitable and at the

same time reduced our total inventory by HK$101.4 million, or

16.7% compared with twelve months ago.  As such, we generated

a free cashflow of HK$358.8 million and a return on invested capital

of 19.6% in 2002.

Notwithstanding that HK$381.6 million was paid as dividends and

HK$100.8 million was spent in capital investments during the

twelve-month period, cash on hand as of 31 December, 2002 was

only slightly reduced to HK$465,569,000 (2001: HK$478,487,000),

with all capital investments being funded by the current year's

depreciation of HK$156.4 million.
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Financial (continued)

With no bank borrowing except for a JPY53 million loan, raised to

hedge against our Yen-based assets’ exposure to currency

fluctuation, ASM achieved an all bank debt to equity ratio of only

0.2% in 2002.  The Group’s shareholders’ funds decreased slightly

to HK$1,756,072,000 as of 31 December, 2002 (2001:

HK$1,829,047,000).  Since there were no long-term borrowings,

gearing of the Group was zero, the same as for the past three years.

Due to a significant drop in interest rates, interest income only

amounted to HK$6.5 million for the year.  Receivables were tightly

monitored during the year, resulting in 80.8 days sales outstanding.

Management has closely scrutinized all receivable accounts and

concluded that bad debt exposure, if any, is immaterial and well

covered by provisions made in conformity with the Company’s

policy.  With our rigorous monitoring of current assets and current

liabilities, current ratio stood comfortably at 3.96.  Order backlog

was US$35 million as of 31 December, 2002.

Having established a solid foundation in the microelectronics

market, the Group intends to further its organic growth strategy in

the near term.  With no short term need for major cash outlay and in

view of our strong liquidity and rising equity base, we aim to operate

the Group with the optimum shareholder fund and return any

excessive cash holdings to our shareholders.  The strong financial

position of the Company should allow ASM to weather the slowdown

and sustain leadership position in its industry.
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